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The First Way of War
A glittering landscape of twenty-five speculative stories that challenge oppression
and envision new futures for America—from N. K. Jemisin, Charles Yu, Jamie Ford,
G. Willow Wilson, Charlie Jane Anders, Hugh Howey, and more. In these tumultuous
times, in our deeply divided country, many people are angry, frightened, and
hurting. Knowing that imagining a brighter tomorrow has always been an act of
resistance, editors Victor LaValle and John Joseph Adams invited an extraordinarily
talented group of writers to share stories that explore new forms of freedom, love,
and justice. They asked for narratives that would challenge oppressive American
myths, release us from the chokehold of our history, and give us new futures to
believe in. They also asked that the stories be badass. The result is this spectacular
collection of twenty-five tales that blend the dark and the light, the dystopian and
the utopian. These tales are vivid with struggle and hardship—whether it’s the
othered and the terrorized, or dragonriders and covert commandos—but these
characters don’t flee, they fight. Thrilling, inspiring, and a sheer joy to read, A
People’s Future of the United States is a gift for anyone who believes in our power
to dream a just world. Featuring stories by Violet Allen • Charlie Jane Anders •
Lesley Nneka Arimah • Ashok K. Banker • Tobias S. Buckell • Tananarive Due •
Omar El Akkad • Jamie Ford • Maria Dahvana Headley • Hugh Howey • Lizz Huerta
• Justina Ireland • N. K. Jemisin • Alice Sola Kim • Seanan McGuire • Sam J. Miller •
Daniel José Older • Malka Older • Gabby Rivera • A. Merc Rustad • Kai Cheng
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Thom • Catherynne M. Valente • Daniel H. Wilson • G. Willow Wilson • Charles Yu

A Disability History of the United States
Don't simply show your data—tell a story with it! Storytelling with Data teaches
you the fundamentals of data visualization and how to communicate effectively
with data. You'll discover the power of storytelling and the way to make data a
pivotal point in your story. The lessons in this illuminative text are grounded in
theory, but made accessible through numerous real-world examples—ready for
immediate application to your next graph or presentation. Storytelling is not an
inherent skill, especially when it comes to data visualization, and the tools at our
disposal don't make it any easier. This book demonstrates how to go beyond
conventional tools to reach the root of your data, and how to use your data to
create an engaging, informative, compelling story. Specifically, you'll learn how to:
Understand the importance of context and audience Determine the appropriate
type of graph for your situation Recognize and eliminate the clutter clouding your
information Direct your audience's attention to the most important parts of your
data Think like a designer and utilize concepts of design in data visualization
Leverage the power of storytelling to help your message resonate with your
audience Together, the lessons in this book will help you turn your data into high
impact visual stories that stick with your audience. Rid your world of ineffective
graphs, one exploding 3D pie chart at a time. There is a story in your
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data—Storytelling with Data will give you the skills and power to tell it!

Acts of Rebellion
Winner of a 2012 Stonewall Book Award in nonfiction The first book to cover the
entirety of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender history, from pre-1492 to the
present. In the 1620s, Thomas Morton broke from Plymouth Colony and founded
Merrymount, which celebrated same-sex desire, atheism, and interracial marriage.
Transgender evangelist Jemima Wilkinson, in the early 1800s, changed her name
to “Publick Universal Friend,” refused to use pronouns, fought for gender equality,
and led her own congregation in upstate New York. In the mid-nineteenth century,
internationally famous Shakespearean actor Charlotte Cushman led an openly
lesbian life, including a well-publicized “female marriage.” And in the late 1920s,
Augustus Granville Dill was fired by W. E. B. Du Bois from the NAACP’s magazine
the Crisis after being arrested for a homosexual encounter. These are just a few
moments of queer history that Michael Bronski highlights in this groundbreaking
book. Intellectually dynamic and endlessly provocative, A Queer History of the
United States is more than a “who’s who” of queer history: it is a book that
radically challenges how we understand American history. Drawing upon primary
documents, literature, and cultural histories, noted scholar and activist Michael
Bronski charts the breadth of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender history, from
1492 to the 1990s, and has written a testament to how the LGBT experience has
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profoundly shaped our country, culture, and history. A Queer History of the United
States abounds with startling examples of unknown or often ignored aspects of
American history—the ineffectiveness of sodomy laws in the colonies, the
prevalence of cross-dressing women soldiers in the Civil War, the impact of new
technologies on LGBT life in the nineteenth century, and how rock music and
popular culture were, in large part, responsible for the devastating backlash
against gay rights in the late 1970s. Most striking, Bronski documents how, over
centuries, various incarnations of social purity movements have consistently
attempted to regulate all sexuality, including fantasies, masturbation, and queer
sex. Resisting these efforts, same-sex desire flourished and helped make America
what it is today. At heart, A Queer History of the United States is simply about
American history. It is a book that will matter both to LGBT people and
heterosexuals. This engrossing and revelatory history will make readers appreciate
just how queer America really is.

500 Years of Indigenous Resistance (Large Print 16pt)
The first book to cover the entirety of disability history, from pre-1492 to the
present Disability is not just the story of someone we love or the story of whom we
may become; rather it is undoubtedly the story of our nation. Covering the entirety
of US history from pre-1492 to the present, A Disability History of the United States
is the first book to place the experiences of people with disabilities at the center of
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the American narrative. In many ways, it’s a familiar telling. In other ways,
however, it is a radical repositioning of US history. By doing so, the book casts new
light on familiar stories, such as slavery and immigration, while breaking ground
about the ties between nativism and oralism in the late nineteenth century and the
role of ableism in the development of democracy. A Disability History of the United
States pulls from primary-source documents and social histories to retell American
history through the eyes, words, and impressions of the people who lived it. As
historian and disability scholar Nielsen argues, to understand disability history isn’t
to narrowly focus on a series of individual triumphs but rather to examine mass
movements and pivotal daily events through the lens of varied experiences.
Throughout the book, Nielsen deftly illustrates how concepts of disability have
deeply shaped the American experience—from deciding who was allowed to
immigrate to establishing labor laws and justifying slavery and gender
discrimination. Included are absorbing—at times horrific—narratives of blinded
slaves being thrown overboard and women being involuntarily sterilized, as well as
triumphant accounts of disabled miners organizing strikes and disability rights
activists picketing Washington. Engrossing and profound, A Disability History of the
United States fundamentally reinterprets how we view our nation’s past: from a
stifling master narrative to a shared history that encompasses us all.

Black Indians
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This book is focused on the native peoples of Central America. Robert Carmack
examines their history, societies and cultures, and relates their many historical
accomplishments to larger world history.

Voices of a People's History of the United States
2020 American Indian Youth Literature Young Adult Honor Book 2020 Notable
Social Studies Trade Books for Young People,selected by National Council for the
Social Studies (NCSS) and the Children’s Book Council 2019 Best-Of Lists: Best YA
Nonfiction of 2019 (Kirkus Reviews) · Best Nonfiction of 2019 (School Library
Journal) · Best Books for Teens (New York Public Library) · Best Informational Books
for Older Readers (Chicago Public Library) Spanning more than 400 years, this
classic bottom-up history examines the legacy of Indigenous peoples’ resistance,
resilience, and steadfast fight against imperialism. Going beyond the story of
America as a country “discovered” by a few brave men in the “New World,”
Indigenous human rights advocate Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz reveals the roles that
settler colonialism and policies of American Indian genocide played in forming our
national identity. The original academic text is fully adapted by renowned
curriculum experts Debbie Reese and Jean Mendoza, for middle-grade and young
adult readers to include discussion topics, archival images, original maps,
recommendations for further reading, and other materials to encourage students,
teachers, and general readers to think critically about their own place in history.
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Values and Ethics in Social Work Practice
2015 Recipient of the American Book Award The first history of the United States
told from the perspective of indigenous peoples Today in the United States, there
are more than five hundred federally recognized Indigenous nations comprising
nearly three million people, descendants of the fifteen million Native people who
once inhabited this land. The centuries-long genocidal program of the US settlercolonial regimen has largely been omitted from history. Now, for the first time,
acclaimed historian and activist Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz offers a history of the
United States told from the perspective of Indigenous peoples and reveals how
Native Americans, for centuries, actively resisted expansion of the US empire. In
An Indigenous Peoples’ History of the United States, Dunbar-Ortiz adroitly
challenges the founding myth of the United States and shows how policy against
the Indigenous peoples was colonialist and designed to seize the territories of the
original inhabitants, displacing or eliminating them. And as Dunbar-Ortiz reveals,
this policy was praised in popular culture, through writers like James Fenimore
Cooper and Walt Whitman, and in the highest offices of government and the
military. Shockingly, as the genocidal policy reached its zenith under President
Andrew Jackson, its ruthlessness was best articulated by US Army general Thomas
S. Jesup, who, in 1836, wrote of the Seminoles: “The country can be rid of them
only by exterminating them.” Spanning more than four hundred years, this classic
bottom-up peoples’ history radically reframes US history and explodes the silences
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that have haunted our national narrative.

The Indigenous Peoples of Mesoamerica and Central America
Kelley unearths freedom dreams in this exciting history of renegade intellectuals
and artists of the African diaspora in the twentieth century. Focusing on the visions
of activists from C. L. R. James to Aime Cesaire and Malcolm X, Kelley writes of the
hope that Communism offered, the mindscapes of Surrealism, the transformative
potential of radical feminism, and of the four-hundred-year-old dream of
reparations for slavery and Jim Crow. From'the preeminent historian of black
popular culture' (Cornel West), an inspiring work on the power of imagination to
transform society. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Loaded
What could be more American than Columbus Day? Or the Washington Redskins?
For Native Americans, they are bitter reminders that they live in a world where
their identity is still fodder for white society. "The law has always been used as
toilet paper by the status quo where American Indians are concerned," writes Ward
Churchill in Acts of Rebellion, a collection of his most important writings from the
past twenty years. Vocal and incisive, Churchill stands at the forefront of American
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Indian concerns, from land issues to the American Indian Movement, from
government repression to the history of genocide. Churchill, one of the most
respected writers on Native American issues, lends a strong and radical voice to
the American Indian cause. Acts of Rebellion shows how the most basic civil rights'
laws put into place to aid all Americans failed miserably, and continue to fail, when
put into practice for our indigenous brothers and sisters. Seeking to convey what
has been done to Native North America, Churchill skillfully dissects Native
Americans' struggles for property and freedom, their resistance and repression,
cultural issues, and radical Indian ideologies.

Indigenous Peoples and the State
"A Black Women's History of the United States is a critical survey of black women's
complicated legacy in America, as it takes into account their exploitation and
victimization as well as their undeniable and substantial contributions to the
country since its inception"--

The Inconvenient Indian
A Global History of Indigenous Peoples examines the history of the
indigenous/tribal peoples of the world. The work spans the period from the pivotal
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migrations which saw the peopling of the world, examines the processes by which
tribal peoples established themselves as separate from surplus-based and more
material societies, and considers the impact of the policies of domination and
colonization which brought dramatic change to indigenous cultures. The book
covers both tribal societies affected by the expansion of European empires and
those indigenous cultures influenced by the economic and military expansion of
non-European powers. The work concludes with a discussion of contemporary
political and legal conflicts between tribal peoples and nation-states and the ongoing effort to sustain indigenous cultures in the face of globalization, resource
developments and continued threats to tribal lands and societies.

A People's History of the United States
“The Other Slavery is nothing short of an epic recalibration of American history,
one that’s long overdue…In addition to his skills as a historian and an investigator,
Résendez is a skilled storyteller with a truly remarkable subject. This is historical
nonfiction at its most important and most necessary.”—Literary Hub, 20 Best
Works of Nonfiction of the Decade “Long-awaited and important . . . No other book
before has so thoroughly related the broad history of Indian slavery in the
Americas.”—San Francisco Chronicle “A necessary work . . . [Reséndez’s]
reportage will likely surprise you.”—NPR “One of the most profound contributions
to North American history.”—Los Angeles Times Since the time of Columbus, Indian
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slavery was illegal in much of the American continent. Yet, as Andrés Reséndez
illuminates in his myth-shattering The Other Slavery, it was practiced for centuries
as an open secret. There was no abolitionist movement to protect the tens of
thousands of Natives who were kidnapped and enslaved by the conquistadors.
Reséndez builds the incisive case that it was mass slavery—more than
epidemics—that decimated Indian populations across North America. Through
riveting new evidence, including testimonies of courageous priests, rapacious
merchants, and Indian captives, The Other Slavery reveals nothing less than a key
missing piece of American history. For over two centuries we have fought over,
abolished, and tried to come to grips with African American slavery. It is time for
the West to confront an entirely separate, equally devastating enslavement we
have long failed truly to see. “Beautifully written . . . A tour de force.”—Chronicle of
Higher Education

Native American Almanac
This compelling narrative takes an ethnohistorical approach to American Indian
history from the arrival of humans on the continent to the present day. Balanced
coverage of the political, cultural, and social aspects of Indian history provides
students with a broad understanding of Eastern, Midwestern, and Western Indians.
The authors use photographs and Native artifcacts to examine the impact each
object had on Native life while capturing the lives of Native people through their
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written and spoken testimony. The People: A History of Native America
demonstrates that the active participation of American Indians in a modern,
democratic society has shaped-and will continue to shape-national life. Book
jacket.

Freedom Dreams
Across the globe, there are numerous examples of treaties, compacts, or other
negotiated agreements that mediate relationships between Indigenous peoples
and states or settler communities. Perhaps the best known of these, New Zealand’s
Treaty of Waitangi is a living, and historically rich, illustration of this types of
negotiated agreement, and both the symmetries and asymmetries of IndigenousState relations. This collection refreshes the scholarly and public discourse relating
to the Treaty of Waitangi and makes a significant contribution to the international
discussion of Indigenous-State relations and reconciliation. The essays in this
collection explore the diversity of meanings that have been ascribed to IndigenousState compacts, such as the Treaty, by different interpretive communities. As such,
they enable and illuminate a more dynamic conversation about their meanings and
applications, as well as their critical role in processes of reconciliation and
transitional justice today.
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WHEREAS
Scholars and activists Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz and Dina Gilio-Whitaker tackle a wide
range of myths about Native American culture and history. Tracing how these
ideas evolved, the authors disrupt long-held and enduring myths such as:
"Thanksgiving Proves the Indians Welcomed Pilgrims", "Indians Were Savage and
Warlike", "Europeans Brought Civilization to Backward Indians", "Sports Mascots
Honor Native Americans", "Most Indians Are on Government Welfare", "Indian
Casinos Make Them All Rich", and "Indians Are Naturally Predisposed to Alcohol.
Each chapter shows how these myths are rooted in the fears and prejudice of
European settlers and in the larger political agendas of a settler state aimed at
acquiring Indigenous land.

An Indigenous Peoples' History of the United States
A Young People's History of the United States brings to US history the viewpoints of
workers, slaves, immigrants, women, Native Americans, and others whose stories,
and their impact, are rarely included in books for young people. A Young People's
History of the United States is also a companion volume to The People Speak, the
film adapted from A People's History of the United States and Voices of a People’s
History of the United States. Beginning with a look at Christopher Columbus’s
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arrival through the eyes of the Arawak Indians, then leading the reader through the
struggles for workers’ rights, women’s rights, and civil rights during the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries, and ending with the current protests against continued
American imperialism, Zinn in the volumes of A Young People’s History of the
United States presents a radical new way of understanding America’s history. In so
doing, he reminds readers that America’s true greatness is shaped by our dissident
voices, not our military generals.

A Queer History of the United States for Young People
What does it mean to say that Native peoples exist in the present? In Beyond
Settler Time Mark Rifkin investigates the dangers of seeking to include Indigenous
peoples within settler temporal frameworks. Claims that Native peoples should be
recognized as coeval with Euro-Americans, Rifkin argues, implicitly treat dominant
non-native ideologies and institutions as the basis for defining time itself. How,
though, can Native peoples be understood as dynamic and changing while also not
assuming that they belong to a present inherently shared with non-natives?
Drawing on physics, phenomenology, queer studies, and postcolonial theory, Rifkin
develops the concept of "settler time" to address how Native peoples are both
consigned to the past and inserted into the present in ways that normalize nonnative histories, geographies, and expectations. Through analysis of various kinds
of texts, including government documents, film, fiction, and autobiography, he
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explores how Native experiences of time exceed and defy such settler impositions.
In underscoring the existence of multiple temporalities, Rifkin illustrates how time
plays a crucial role in Indigenous peoples’ expressions of sovereignty and struggles
for self-determination.

Storytelling with Data
In this Second Edition of this radical social history of America from Columbus to the
present, Howard Zinn includes substantial coverage of the Carter, Reagan and
Bush years and an Afterword on the Clinton presidency. Its commitment and
vigorous style mean it will be compelling reading for under-graduate and postgraduate students and scholars in American social history and American studies,
as well as the general reader.

"All the Real Indians Died Off"
The astonishing, powerful debut by the winner of a 2016 Whiting Writers' Award
WHEREAS her birth signaled the responsibility as mother to teach what it is to be
Lakota therein the question: What did I know about being Lakota? Signaled panic,
blood rush my embarrassment. What did I know of our language but pieces? Would
I teach her to be pieces? Until a friend comforted, Don’t worry, you and your
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daughter will learn together. Today she stood sunlight on her shoulders lean and
straight to share a song in Diné, her father’s language. To sing she motions
simultaneously with her hands; I watch her be in multiple musics. —from
“WHEREAS Statements” WHEREAS confronts the coercive language of the United
States government in its responses, treaties, and apologies to Native American
peoples and tribes, and reflects that language in its officiousness and duplicity
back on its perpetrators. Through a virtuosic array of short lyrics, prose poems,
longer narrative sequences, resolutions, and disclaimers, Layli Long Soldier has
created a brilliantly innovative text to examine histories, landscapes, her own
writing, and her predicament inside national affiliations. “I am,” she writes, “a
citizen of the United States and an enrolled member of the Oglala Sioux Tribe,
meaning I am a citizen of the Oglala Lakota Nation—and in this dual citizenship I
must work, I must eat, I must art, I must mother, I must friend, I must listen, I must
observe, constantly I must live.” This strident, plaintive book introduces a major
new voice in contemporary literature.

Our History Is the Future
A People's Future of the United States
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From ancient rock drawings to today’s urban living, the Native American Almanac:
More than 50,000 Years of the Cultures and Histories of Indigenous Peoples traces
the rich heritage of indigenous people. It is a fascinating mix of biography, precontact and post-contact history, current events, Tribal Nations’ histories,
enlightening insights on environmental and land issues, arts, treaties, languages,
education, movements, and more. Ten regional chapters, including urban living,
cover the narrative history, the communities, land, environment, important figures,
and backgrounds of each area’s Tribal Nations and peoples. The stories of 345
Tribal Nations, biographies of 400 influential figures in all walks of life, Native
American firsts, awards, and statistics are covered. 150 photographs and
illustrations bring the text to life. The most complete and affordable single-volume
reference work about Native American culture available today, the Native
American Almanac is a unique and valuable resource devoted to illustrating,
demystifying, and celebrating the moving, sometimes difficult, and often lost
history of the indigenous people of America. Capturing the stories and voices of the
American Indian of yesterday and today, it provides a range of information on
Native American history, society, and culture.

A Global History of Indigenous Peoples
Named one of the Best Nonfiction Books of 2019 by School Library Journal Queer
history didn’t start with Stonewall. This book explores how LGBTQ people have
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always been a part of our national identity, contributing to the country and culture
for over 400 years. It is crucial for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer
youth to know their history. But this history is not easy to find since it’s rarely
taught in schools or commemorated in other ways. A Queer History of the United
States for Young People corrects this and demonstrates that LGBTQ people have
long been vital to shaping our understanding of what America is today. Through
engrossing narratives, letters, drawings, poems, and more, the book encourages
young readers, of all identities, to feel pride at the accomplishments of the LGBTQ
people who came before them and to use history as a guide to the future. The
stories he shares include those of * Indigenous tribes who embraced same-sex
relationships and a multiplicity of gender identities. * Emily Dickinson, brilliant
nineteenth-century poet who wrote about her desire for women. * Gladys Bentley,
Harlem blues singer who challenged restrictive cross-dressing laws in the 1920s. *
Bayard Rustin, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s close friend, civil rights organizer, and an
openly gay man. * Sylvia Rivera, cofounder of STAR, the first transgender activist
group in the US in 1970. * Kiyoshi Kuromiya, civil rights and antiwar activist who
fought for people living with AIDS. * Jamie Nabozny, activist who took his LGBTQ
school bullying case to the Supreme Court. * Aidan DeStefano, teen who brought a
federal court case for trans-inclusive bathroom policies. * And many more! With
over 60 illustrations and photos, a glossary, and a corresponding curriculum, A
Queer History of the United States for Young People will be vital for teachers who
want to introduce a new perspective to America’s story.
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The Indigenous Peoples of Trinidad and Tobago from the First
Settlers Until Today
This 2005 book explores the evolution of Americans' first way of war, to show how
war waged against Indian noncombatant population and agricultural resources
became the method early Americans employed and, ultimately, defined their
military heritage. The sanguinary story of the American conquest of the Indian
peoples east of the Mississippi River helps demonstrate how early Americans
embraced warfare shaped by extravagant violence and focused on conquest.
Grenier provides a major revision in understanding the place of warfare directed on
noncombatants in the American military tradition, and his conclusions are relevant
to understand US 'special operations' in the War on Terror.

Indigenous Peoples of North America
Between 1846 and 1873, California’s Indian population plunged from perhaps
150,000 to 30,000. Benjamin Madley is the first historian to uncover the full extent
of the slaughter, the involvement of state and federal officials, the taxpayer dollars
that supported the violence, indigenous resistance, who did the killing, and why
the killings ended. This deeply researched book is a comprehensive and chilling
history of an American genocide. Madley describes pre-contact California and
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precursors to the genocide before explaining how the Gold Rush stirred vigilante
violence against California Indians. He narrates the rise of a state-sanctioned killing
machine and the broad societal, judicial, and political support for genocide. Many
participated: vigilantes, volunteer state militiamen, U.S. Army soldiers, U.S.
congressmen, California governors, and others. The state and federal governments
spent at least $1,700,000 on campaigns against California Indians. Besides
evaluating government officials’ culpability, Madley considers why the slaughter
constituted genocide and how other possible genocides within and beyond the
Americas might be investigated using the methods presented in this
groundbreaking book.

Beyond Settler Time
In this thoughtful book, Robert J. Muckle provides a brief, thematic overview of the
key issues facing Indigenous peoples in North America from prehistory to the
present.

The Great Sioux Nation
Applying values and ethics to social work practice is taught widely across the
qualifying degree programme, on both Masters and BA courses. This book is a clear
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introduction to this subject and will help students develop their understanding by
showing social work students how ethics can have positive impacts on the lives of
vulnerable people. There are chapters on how social workers can make good
ethical and value-based decisions when working with risk, and how the role of the
social worker as professional can impact on service users. Above all the book is a
timely and clear introduction to the subject, with an emphasis on advocacy and
empowerment and how the beginning social worker can start to apply these
concepts.

An American Genocide
The “fascinating” #1 New York Times bestseller that awakened the world to the
destruction of American Indians in the nineteenth-century West (The Wall Street
Journal). First published in 1970, Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee generated
shockwaves with its frank and heartbreaking depiction of the systematic
annihilation of American Indian tribes across the western frontier. In this nonfiction
account, Dee Brown focuses on the betrayals, battles, and massacres suffered by
American Indians between 1860 and 1890. He tells of the many tribes and their
renowned chiefs—from Geronimo to Red Cloud, Sitting Bull to Crazy Horse—who
struggled to combat the destruction of their people and culture. Forcefully written
and meticulously researched, Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee inspired a
generation to take a second look at how the West was won. This ebook features an
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illustrated biography of Dee Brown including rare photos from the author’s
personal collection.

A Black Women's History of the United States
An alternative and unorthodox view of the colonization of the Americas by
Europeans is offered in this concise history. Eurocentric studies of the conquest of
the Americas present colonization as a civilizing force for good, and the native
populations as primitive or worse. Colonization is seen as a mutually beneficial
process, in which ''civilization'' was brought to the natives who in return shared
their land and cultures. The opposing historical camp views colonization as a form
of genocide in which the native populations were passive victims overwhelmed by
European military power. In this fresh examination, an activist and historian of
native descent argues that the colonial powers met resistance from the indigenous
inhabitants and that these confrontations shaped the forms and extent of
colonialism. This account encompasses North and South America, the development
of nation-states, and the resurgence of indigenous resistance in the post-World
War II era.

The Other Slavery
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Letter, poems, speeches, and essays are collected in this book that tells the story
of the United States from the perspective of people left out of history books, such
as women, workers, Native Americans, and Latinos.

A Young People's History of the United States
A provocative, timely, and deeply-researched history of gun culture and how it
reflects race and power in the United States

Outlaw Woman
A Queer History of the United States
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.

Story-Based Inquiry: A Manual for Investigative Journalists
A classic in contemporary Oklahoma literature, Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz’s Red Dirt
unearths the joys and ordeals of growing up poor during the 1940s and 1950s. In
this exquisite rendering of her childhood in rural Oklahoma, from the Dust Bowl
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days to the end of the Eisenhower era, the author bears witness to a family and
community that still cling to the dream of America as a republic of landowners.

Tiller's Guide to Indian Country
In The Inconvenient Indian, Thomas King offers a deeply knowing, darkly funny,
unabashedly opinionated, and utterly unconventional account of Indian–White
relations in North America since initial contact. Ranging freely across the centuries
and the Canada–U.S. border, King debunks fabricated stories of Indian savagery
and White heroism, takes an oblique look at Indians (and cowboys) in film and
popular culture, wrestles with the history of Native American resistance and his
own experiences as a Native rights activist, and articulates a profound,
revolutionary understanding of the cumulative effects of ever-shifting laws and
treaties on Native peoples and lands. Suffused with wit, anger, perception, and
wisdom, The Inconvenient Indian is at once an engaging chronicle and a
devastating subversion of history, insightfully distilling what it means to be
“Indian” in North America. It is a critical and personal meditation that sees Native
American history not as a straight line but rather as a circle in which the same
absurd, tragic dynamics are played out over and over again. At the heart of the
dysfunctional relationship between Indians and Whites, King writes, is land: “The
issue has always been land.” With that insight, the history inflicted on the
indigenous peoples of North America—broken treaties, forced removals, genocidal
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violence, and racist stereotypes—sharpens into focus. Both timeless and timely,
The Inconvenient Indian ultimately rejects the pessimism and cynicism with which
Natives and Whites regard one another to chart a new and just way forward for
Indians and non-Indians alike.

An Indigenous Peoples' History of the United States for Young
People
Details the economic activities of Indian reservations

Roots of Resistance
This study relates the vicissitudes of the Amerindian peoples who lived or still
inhabit the islands of Trinidad and Tobago, from the earliest occupants, ca. 8000
BC, until at present. Using archaeological, ethnohistorical and linguistic data, it
discusses the social, political, economic, and religious development of indigenous
society through the ages. The Amerindian struggle with European colonization is
chronicled in detail, following centuries of independent existence during preColumbian times, as well as the survival of the current people of indigenous
ancestry in the twin-island republic. "This book fills a long-standing gap in the
history of Trinidad & Tobago, and the southern Caribbean more generally. It
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provides a clearly written, authoritative account and analysis of the Amerindians
(First Peoples) who lived (and still live) in the two islands, from the very earliest
human settlement there up to the present. Based on up-to-the-minute scholarship
in several disciplines - archaeology, ethnography, history, linguistics - Boomert
dispels many myths and misconceptions about these peoples, and carefully traces
the complex history of their settlement, in successive waves of migration, in both
islands, their interactions with Europeans arriving from 1498, and their "decline" in
the post-contact period." Dr. Bridget Brereton, Emerita Professor in History, The
University of the West Indies, St. Augustine, Trinidad, Republic of Trinidad and
Tobago. "This book is a welcome addition to the literature we are now seeking to
inform our work here at the Santa Rosa First Peoples Community, as it brings to
light important aspects of our buried history. Of particular interest is the
information on the involvement of the Dutch in the struggles of the First Peoples,
and the connection with Hierreyma, our great Nepuyo Chieftain. It is an inspiration
to those of us who are currently engaged in efforts to secure the rightful place of
the First Peoples of this land - Kairi." Ricardo Bharath Hernandez, Chief Santa Rosa
First Peoples Community, Arima, Trinidad, Republic of Trinidad and Tobago.

An African American and Latinx History of the United States
"Spanning more than two hundred years, An African American and Latinx History of
the United States is a revolutionary, politically charged narrative history, arguing
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that the "Global South" was crucial to the development of America as we know it.
Scholar and activist Paul Ortiz challenges the notion of westward progress as
exalted by widely taught formulations such as "manifest destiny" and "Jacksonian
democracy, " and shows how placing African American, Latinx, and Indigenous
voices unapologetically front and center transforms US history into one of the
working class organizing against imperialism. Drawing on rich narratives and
primary source documents, Ortiz links racial segregation in the Southwest and the
rise and violent fall of a powerful tradition of Mexican labor organizing in the
twentieth century, to May 1, 2006, known as International Workers' Day, when
migrant laborers--Chicana/os, Afrocubanos, and immigrants from every continent
on earth--united in resistance on the first "Day Without Immigrants." As African
American civil rights activists fought against Jim Crow laws and Mexican labor
organizers warred against the suffocating grip of capitalism, Black and Spanishlanguage newspapers, abolitionists, and Latin American revolutionaries coalesced
around movements built between people from the United States and people from
Central America and the Caribbean. And in stark contrast to the resurgence of
"America first" rhetoric, Black and Latinx intellectuals and organizers today have
urged the United States to build bridges of solidarity with the nations of the
America. Incisive and timely, this bottom-up history, told from the interconnected
vantage points of Latinx and African Americas, reveals the radically different ways
that people of the diaspora have addressed issues still plaguing the United States
today, and it offers a way forward in the continued struggle for universal civil
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rights."--Dust jacket.

Red Dirt
How two centuries of Indigenous resistance created the movement proclaiming
“Water is life” In 2016, a small protest encampment at the Standing Rock
Reservation in North Dakota, initially established to block construction of the
Dakota Access oil pipeline, grew to be the largest Indigenous protest movement in
the twenty-first century. Water Protectors knew this battle for native sovereignty
had already been fought many times before, and that, even after the encampment
was gone, their anticolonial struggle would continue. In Our History Is the Future,
Nick Estes traces traditions of Indigenous resistance that led to the #NoDAPL
movement. Our History Is the Future is at once a work of history, a manifesto, and
an intergenerational story of resistance.

The People
In New Mexico—once a Spanish colony, then part of Mexico—Pueblo Indians and
descendants of Spanish- and Mexican-era settlers still think of themselves as
distinct peoples, each with a dynamic history. At the core of these persistent
cultural identities is each group's historical relationship to the others and to the
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land, a connection that changed dramatically when the United States wrested
control of the region from Mexico in 1848.

Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee
In 1968, Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz helped found the Women’s Liberation Movement,
part of what has been called the second wave of feminism in the United States.
Along with a small group of dedicated women in Boston, she produced the first
women’s liberation journal, No More Fun and Games. Dunbar-Ortiz was also an
antiwar and anti-racist activist and organizer throughout the 1960s and early
1970s and a fiery, tireless public speaker on issues of patriarchy, capitalism,
imperialism, and racism. She worked in Cuba with the Venceremos Brigade and
formed associations with other revolutionaries across the spectrum of radical
politics, including the Civil Rights Movement, Students for a Democratic Society,
the Revolutionary Union, the African National Congress, and the American Indian
Movement. Unlike most of those involved in the New Left, Dunbar-Ortiz grew up
poor, female, and part–Native American in rural Oklahoma, and she often found
herself at odds not only with the ruling class but also with the Left and with the
women’s movement. Dunbar-Ortiz’s odyssey from Oklahoma poverty to the urban
New Left gives a working-class, feminist perspective on a time and a movement
that forever changed American society. In a new afterword, the author reflects on
her fast-paced life fifty years ago, in particular as a movement activist and in
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relationships with men.
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